
We asked presenting teachers of Philly Area

Yoga’s NamasDay on October 19 in West

Chester: How did you get started

practicing yoga? How did you get

started teaching yoga? Take a moment

to learn more about what steered

these thoughtful yogis to the mat…

Cara Bradley | Verge Yoga … At the risk

of dating myself, I began practicing in NYC

in the late 80s, when the only game in town

was the Iyengar studio on Union Square.

When my first daughter was born, I was living in New Hampshire and would do a Rod Stryker video

every single day while my daughter napped. My practice flourished upon moving to PA, practicing

and teaching at Yoga Sport and Power Yoga Works and studying with Thom Birch and Beryl Bender

Birch and Baron Baptiste. I began teaching when I was 15 years old and have probably taught every

form of fitness imaginable. I began teaching yoga in 1998.

Katrin Elia | Katrin Elia Yoga … I needed some balance in my life after working too long for the

worst boss in my life. Yoga helped me to find that balance. I finally decided to quit my job. I became

more involved in my yoga practice. After taking many regular yoga classes for a few months, I

wanted to learn more about yoga and that was leading me to my first yoga teacher training

(vinyasa) at the former Main Line Yoga in Ardmore under Daniel Shankin. I was introduced to Yin

Yoga before the training, and since the beginning of teaching yoga I added it to my Vinyasa classes

after I was certified. Again, it is important for me to find the balance, the yin & yang. A little bit
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after I was certified. Again, it is important for me to find the balance, the yin & yang. A little bit

later, I did my first yin yoga teacher training, and from there my yoga journey, studying with

many well-known teachers such as Erich Schiffmann, Bernie Clarke, Paul Grilley, Pauly Zink, Joan

White and many others, began.

Alison Donley | The Light Within Yoga Studio … A term paper assignment in high school

that I had no interest in. Instead of doing the research one night, I found B.K.S. Iyengar’s, Light

On Yoga and checked it out repeatedly. With my bedroom door locked (oh teenagers!), my little

oil lamp lit, and my Pink Floyd music on, I would attempt to maneuver myself into postures on the

pages. In 1982 I worked in the summer at a small natural foods café making soup and teaching

exercise classes that were designed by one of the owners. I would throw yoga postures into the

routines and then when the owners opened a fitness club, I taught there. Numerous locations and

many years later I started yoga programs at WCU, McDermott’s Athletic Clubs (now ACAC) and

then for Mitches Market Street Gym. I taught yoga to the Children’s Bereavement Groups for

Neighborhood Hospice in my years as a volunteer there. I also taught for my friend Pam at The

Spirit of Yoga locations in West Chester and Downingtown before opening up my studio in West

Grove upon my family’s move there in 2000.

Ed Harrold | Center For Whole Self

Health … I started dating a woman who had

practiced yoga for 25 years.  The competitive

athlete in me had to become as flexible as she

was … and I’m still working on it! When I

started my yoga practice, it was all about me. I

healed and learned so much about myself. I

soon realized, it was time to make it about

others and show them how to intimately

connect with their own power within.

Justin Reilley | The Tatooed Yogi … I was

lucky to be friends with John and Diana

Vitarelli, and they gave me a shot at teaching at

Dhyana Yoga in Haddonfield. The rest is

history.

Deanne Caputo | Deanne Caputo Yoga … In my former profession, I directed live TV for QVC.
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One day I had a nice man on during my show selling a yoga mat, yoga VHS tape and an audio

cassette with breathing exercises. He was so passionate during his presentation that I decided to

purchase the kit. And so I credit that young man – Baron Baptiste, to introducing me to yoga and

pranayama! I remember spending countless hours struggling and trying to get through the workout

tape, sweating buckets and most times turning it off part way thru. But for some reason I kept going

back and trying until eventually I made it all the way to the end! About seven and a half years ago,

when we were packing up to move to our current house, I came across this video and popped it in

for old times sake. I was amazed at how easy the class was, and carry these thoughts with me

whenever I find somebody new that wanders into class and I see that same struggle coming out of

them. When I had my daughter in 2001 the anesthesiologist ruptured my L4-L5 disc while

threading the epidural. I tried virtually everything from physical rehabilitation to acupuncture to

heal. Yoga was the only thing that not only made me feel better but didn’t eventually re-injure me. I

wanted this to be a part of my life everyday, and I wanted to share this amazing practice with others

as a teacher.

Allison Sobel | Focus Fitness … It was 15 years ago, and yoga was still under the radar! I was

the group exercise director for a local gym. I hired Cassandra Olsen as a yoga instructor. One day

she said “you should try my yoga class.”  I thought, hmmm … she isn’t like one of those “way out,

hippie types” … she is a mom like me, drinks red wine and eats chicken … OK, I will try it. Then I was

hooked!�� I was taking classes at a local studio. The owner of the studio came up to me after class

and said “you should do our yoga teacher training program.” And so I did!

Natalie Levin | Natalie Levin Yoga … I had the good fortune to learn about yoga when I was in

NYC and rollerblading all around the city (with no helmet, adrenaline junkie at the time!).  I went to

an Iyengar-influenced class on the Upper East Side with a wonderful teacher and I felt my body

release after the hours on my skates/waitressing/singing. Almost 10 years later, I found OM Yoga

in NYC and Cyndi Lee Yoga, and did my yoga teacher training there. What a treasure I happened to

find there!  I had the honor of going right from my teacher training at OM to teaching at OM Yoga! 

What a super fun and amazing place to begin my teaching journey! I am so grateful!

Maureen Priest | MOYO Yoga … I started practicing yoga at a youth hostile in Miami, FL. I fell

in love instantly and immersed myself! I started teaching yoga when I was volunteering at a yoga

studio and the teacher was stuck in traffic. The studio was full of students and there was no one to

teach but me. So, I taught my first class to 30 people with no formal training. Teaching is my

calling, and it’s a natural extension of who I am.
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Off The Mat Teacher's Corner Uncategorized
community, emotional pain, Happiness, hope, joy, My Area Yoga, Namas Day, Philly Area Yoga, physical
pain, Practice, Service, sharing, teaching, yoga, yoga practice, yoga teachers

Mary Bock … I have five children. I started practicing yoga when I was pregnant with my first to

eleviate back pain. I fell in love and continued to practice. After I had my 5th baby, I decided to

share my love of yoga through teaching! It’s been an amazing journey!!

Shannon LaSpina | Dragon Gym … I practiced Muay Thai Boxing about eight years ago and

loved it, but something was missing. Taking a yoga class created more mental and physical

awareness in the past 8 years of my life! The teachers who made my yoga experience awesome are

the reason I started teaching over 2 1/2 years ago!

Vicki Neylon | Empowered Yoga … I was nursing knee surgery. I had been to 3 months of

physical therapy and still could not sit back on my heels. After one week in heated yoga, I was sitting

in heroes pose with no problem. I was convinced and hooked! Because I believe in the benefits of

yoga both for the body and the mind, I decided to teach and hopefully be able to touch others lives

with the gifts that I have been given.

Colleen DeVirgiliis | Seva Power Yoga … I started my yoga practice at a local gym and was

soon practicing daily. This led to numerous workshops and weekend training with Beryl Bender

Birch and eventually a 200-hour certification. I hold a certification with the Baptiste Power Yoga

Institute and have been influenced by the practice and teachings of  Bryan Kest and Beryl Bender

Birch for asana. I started teaching in 2004 at ACAC Fitness & Wellness when I was finishing my

training. I started subbing for teachers on vacation and picked up a 6am class that nobody wanted

to teach. It was hard to get moving that early but it turned into an amazing class over time. Some of

my closest friends today were in that class and six of them have gone on to become teachers.

Robyn Freeman | Hotbox Yoga … I wanted to find out for myself what Baptiste Power Vinyasa

Yoga was all about. I went to a training because I was curious and came back teaching

to the community where I fell in the love with the practice.

Kate Goodyear | Kate Goodyear Yoga … I started going to yoga on my lunch breaks to relieve

stress from work and a recent rough break-up. I started teaching pretty soon after because I just

couldn’t get enough. I wanted to be in the studio all the time, and now I am.
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We asked the amazing yoga teachers

scheduled to present at Philly Area

Yoga’s next NamasDay on October 19 in

West Chester: What Scares You?

What Lights You Up? Why for

both? Read on to get to know these

presenters a little more before the event

Vicki Neylon | Empowered Yoga …

The ocean scares me.  Because I can’t see

the bottom and it’s the fear of the

unknown. Listening to my kids laugh

lights me up!

Ed Harrold | Center For Whole

Self Health … What scares me is not

reaching my full potential and not fully

opening to the power of love before my death. I don’t want my fears to overpower my experience.

What lights me up is my daughters, wife and our dog. I love watching them overcome challenges

and stand in their full power.

Cara Bradley | Verge Yoga … What lights me up and what can momentarily scare me is often

the same thing—being on the edge of change—or on the verge. It is at the precise moment when I

press into the boundary of what I am comfortable doing that I come alive. Life is fresh and exciting
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when I step into new territory. It can both light me up and scare the heck out of me. But one thing is

for sure … it’s where I want to continue to live.

Kate Goodyear | Kate Goodyear Yoga … What is happening in Ferguson scares me. A nation is

standing idly by while citizens are having their rights stripped because they demand justice. If this

was happening in another country we would all be outraged but since it’s happening here, well then

it must be ok, right?!?!? What lights me up is traveling! I finally started traveling in the last few

years and am in love. Join me and Allison in Costa Rica in November and see what I mean!

Natalie Levin | Natalie Levin Yoga … I am scared of other drivers on the road because I can’t

control them and I would be sad if this lifetime were to end at this time because I am enjoying it so

much. The study of astrology lights me up!  Astrology helps me to have some context for what I am

experiencing and it also reminds me that “this, too, shall pass” because the planets are ALWAYS

moving!

Robyn Freeman | Hotbox Yoga …

Heights!!! Not being present for what is most

important in my life. Why? It is so easy to get

lost. My yoga practice is a tool to make sure

where I am spending my time is in alignment

with my hearts deepest desires. Finding joy in

the simple things in life & being a part of

others transformation. I find great joy from

students leaving their worries behind in a

puddle of sweat. Nothing better than seeing

students walk out of a class with a little more

ease in their life.

Colleen DeVirgiliis | Seva Power Yoga …

My youngest child is heading to college this

week. For so many years, my kids have been

my focus, foundation and a great source of inspiration. Suddenly, I have a lot of space in my life. I

am happy to see them grow and move on but, honestly, it is unsettling. My work with the

Transformation Yoga Project has been very rewarding. Teaching yoga in prisons is so

unpredictable and requires full presence. Also, I am leading our sixth teacher training this fall and I
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love the process and mentoring new teachers.

Maureen Priest | MOYO Yoga … Not finishing my bucket list before I die! It is important for me

to live my life to the fullest each and every day and my bucket list is my reminder and motivation.

Helping and serving others is my dharma.  The only thing we have in this world of any meaning is

our relationships with others.  I take that very seriously and constantly work on improving my self

to serve others in the best and brightest way I can.

Allison Sobel | Focus Fitness … NOTHING.  Why? I am not fearful of the unknown. Everything

that happens is a teachable moment and for my highest good. My Family & MY Practice. Both offer

me unbounded LOVE, JOY and CREATIVITY!

Deanne Caputo | Deanne Caputo Yoga … It scares me that Britney Spears said that she has

“always wanted to travel across seas, like to Canada and stuff.” Now I know that I’m not cut out to

be a medical doctor, a nurse, or an EMT. Those professions can have such a profound effect on the

world, but it lights me up that I have found a niche where I can contribute to making the world a

little bit better by helping others wake up to their inherent potential.

Alison Donley | The Light Within Yoga Studio … Fanaticism, greed and people who do not

care for our planet. Kindness, laughter, Nature, and love as a state of consciousness. The future of

our world depends on moving more toward the latter.

Shannon LaSpina | Dragon Gym … I am afraid of breaking my right hand or losing my

eyesight. I am an art teacher and these gifts are precious to me. I value them each day! When

someone in my classroom, art or yoga, accomplishes something new or has an Ah-ha moment, I am

so lit up!  Learning and understanding something new is an empowering feeling!

Mary Bock … What lights me up is also what scares me. When I teach a class and the energy is

flowing in the room, I get so fired up! My fear is that the passion and love that I feel inside is not

spewing out to my class! I want everyone to feel what I feel and share it with others in every class

that I teach!

Justin Reilley | The Tatooed Yogi … Sharks scare me because they’re sharks!! My kids light me

up. They just make me so happy.
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We asked the Philly Area

Yoga NamasDay presenters on the line-

up for October 19 in West

Chester: What is your favorite

asana? What is your least

favorite asana? Why for

both? Read on, and realize poses

aren’t always a breeze – even for the

most seasoned yogis!

Justin Reilley | The Tatooed

Yogi … My fave asana is definitely

handstand. It makes me feel strong,

liberated and it’s one pose that really

makes my mind go silent. My least

favorite would be marichyasana D. It’s

brutal. Totally kicks my butt.

Mary Bock … My favorite asana is

wheel, the crowd pleaser as I call it. I have a love-hate relationship with this pose. It’s my favorite

and my least favorite at the same time. Coming from a gymnastics background, then suffering a low

back injury and essentially relearning this pose in a different way, I’ve come full circle with wheel!

Wheel makes me feel so connected with my emotions and open to any possibilities!

Shannon LaSpina | Dragon Gym … I love kapatasana! This backbend allows me to open my
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heart and hips.

Katrin Elia | Katrin Elia Yoga … My favorites are mostly all the standing balancing poses,

eagle, dancing shiva. On the floor, probably pigeon, when it is practiced the yin way which becomes

then swan. Also, easy pose or sitting in hero with a prop. My least favorite asana are shoulder stand

and crow.

Alison Donley | The Light Within Yoga Studio … My favorite poses have varied. 30 years

ago – handstand; 20 years ago – scorpion; 10 years ago – no favorite, really; 2014 – supported fish.

I don’t have any least favorites at this point. I only practice the ones that I can breathe fully in and

that do not give my 53 year-old body pain.

Deanne Caputo | Deanne Caputo Yoga … The answer to this changes seasonly as my yoga

practice and teachings honor the concept of Ritucharya (ritu means season, and charya means to

follow or move). Our body requires diet and regimen changes to accommodate the seasons and our

environment in order to not create imbalances. For summertime I love forward bends and twists as

they reduce heat in the small intestine and cool the mind. And on the flip-side, I avoid heated

practices as they bring too much heat to the blood which can cause rashing, hives, agitation and

anger.

Allison Sobel | Focus Fitness … Favorite has to be añjali mudrā. The pose triggers the

remembrance of gratitude for me. And gratitude is one of the most effective ways to practice the

truth of the present moment and thus return to the radiant heart! ��I don’t have a least favorite

asana! They are all exactly what I need whenever I practice them!

Maureen Priest | MOYO Yoga … Picking a favorite pose is tough. It’s a toss up between

handstand and balancing half moon. Balancing in handstand uplifts me and makes me believe that

magic is real. I love the way half moon opens my body, and I feel beautiful when I’m practicing it. I

don’t have a specific lease favorite pose. I call poses that are difficult for me my vitamin poses and I

love the challenge of them!!

Colleen DeVirgiliis | Seva Power Yoga … My favorite asana varies and depends on my mood,

energy level and time of day. I love crow pose because it is strong and playful. I love triangle pose

because it is steady and open – qualities I seek off my mat. I have to pick downward facing dog as

my favorite because it always brings me back to that feeling of coming home after a long day. It’s

hard to pick an asana as my least favorite. In honor of my son, I’ll choose a one armed handstand!
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Robyn Freeman | Hotbox Yoga … It’s

hard to pick just one favorite. I love dancer,

wheel, handstand, supta baddha konasana and

savasana. I love heart openers, new challenges

– and who doesn’t love the feeling of

completely letting go at the end of the class.

Any pose that puts me in touch with the beat of

my heart really inspires me. I really don’t think

I have a least favorite. There are definitely

poses that come easier for me, and others that

bring up more resistance. But that is exactly

where the growth, lessons and breakthroughs

happen. My least favorite pose would be any

pose on any day when I forget to breathe.

Natalie Levin | Natalie Levin Yoga … My

favorite asana is savasana. I love to rest so very much. My least favorite is usually the first pose I do

when I am practicing, because my body is so stiff! I would say that I feel saddest in frog pose (the

hip opening one). The discomfort that I feel in this pose makes me want to cry. My practice is to

tolerate the discomfort and remember that I probably won’t die from it.

Kate Goodyear | Kate Goodyear Yoga … Pigeon is my favorite pose, it just feels like home. If a

teacher calls pigeon and then goes into another pose, I’m probably just gonna hang there until they

get to pigeon on the second side. Ahhhhh. My least favorite pose is twisted half moon, I mean, does

anyone really like that pose?!?!? Balance, twist, shoulder opener, T-band stretch, yuck!

Cara Bradley | Verge Yoga … It may sound lame to some but my favorite asana is savasana. To

me, corpse pose is the gateway to my gut and my soul. It’s where I meet myself head on without any

bells or whistles to distract me from the truth of what I am feeling and who I am becoming. It is in

silence and stillness of savasana that I directly experience my True Nature, my natural state of

calmness and clarity, and is where I ultimately melt into universal consciousness. The only pose

that my body doesn’t “get” is Half Locust. It’s been a great teacher for me. While I’ve been doing it

for years the outer form really hasn’t changed much. I have, however, learned to relax my mind and

let go of the results.
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Off The Mat Uncategorized asana, challenge, effort, Namas Day, Philly Area Yoga, truth, yoga teachers

Previous Next

Ed Harrold | Center For Whole Self Health … My favorite are splits because it feels like such

a complete pose for me. I’m opening the front and back of my body at the same time.  Least favorite

is tree pose because you never know when the winds going to blow!

Vicki Neylon | Empowered Yoga … My favorite asana is straight leg triangle. My least favorite

is lizard. I can lengthen in straight leg triangle and feel too confined in lizard.
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